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labour of love

>> SIMON + ‘DICHTSJEN’
Simon Oosting, associate professor at the Animal Production Systems chair group

‘Poetry is leaving out as much
as possible’
His work is evocative and his language simple. But
beneath that simplicity lie philosophical depths. And it is
not accessible to everyone because it is in Frisian. Simon
Oosting writes poetry in his mother tongue. The work in
the photo is for the Alfabet project by the Frisian cultural
magazine De Moanne. For info about the exhibition see
RK / Foto: Guy Ackermans
www.demoanne.nl
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HOW NICE IS WAGENINGEN?
Wageningen scores high.
Students compare it with other
university towns.

DIZZYING
The best agricultural university in the world is in Wageningen, says the American
magazine U.S. News. Good news. Always nice to have something like that to tell
friends and family at a party. A new ranking to add to all the existing rankings.
We score well in the Taiwan ranking too. The makers of the Shanghai ranking are
not quite so impressed, and nor are those of the British Times Higher Education
ranking. The Dutch Elsevier ranking does not know quite how to categorize us,
but we have been declared the most accessible university for the disabled as
well as the most sustainable university in the Netherlands. The Keuzegids guide
for students even calls us the best-kept Dutch academic secret. All in all, there is
an excuse for cake every week to celebrate high marks awarded somewhere or
another. But you can have too much cake and possibly too many rankings as
well. Of course it is good to accept all compliments graciously. But isn’t it time
for a ranking of the rankings?
Edwin van Laar

>> Bill Gates frank about his ambitions. | p.16
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EXECUTIVE BOARD IS LOOKING
FOR NEW ESG DIRECTOR
• Kees Slingerland not
reappointed as director of the
Environmental Sciences Group
(ESG).
• All professors holding a chair
in the science group have
stated that they no longer
have confidence in
Slingerland.

The Executive Board is looking for
a new managing director for the
Environmental Sciences Group
with effect from 1 June 2015. The
Executive Board and Slingerland
have decided it is time for a new
style. Slingerland’s second term in
office is due to end in May and the

Executive Board had asked various
groups – directors, employee councils and professors – for advice on
whether he should stay on as ESG
director for another four-year
term. In amicable agreement with
Slingerland, the decision was taken not to reappoint him.
The science group’s professors
applaud the decision, says Lijbert
Brussaard, professor of Soil Biology and Biological Soil Quality. But
he still has one urgent question:
will Slingerland sit out his term as
managing director? This is because all the ESG professors holding a chair passed a resolution of
no confidence in Slingerland several weeks ago. The professors are
embroiled in a conflict with Sling-

erland about how the group is
managed.
Slingerland says there was an
unfortunate incident concerning
the 2015 budget, but he does not
think that would prevent him from
finishing his term of office. ‘A
breach of confidence is not nice
but I see it as just an incident. I
think we should be able to come to
good working arrangements for
the next few months so that I can
finish this term on a positive note.
Because my personal relationship
with the professors is good.’
BREACH OF CONFIDENCE
Brussaard, who acts as the spokesman for the 18 professors in the
Department of Environmental

Sciences, is not convinced. Communication with Slingerland has
become so difficult that the professors are unanimously calling it an
‘irreversible breach of confidence’.
Given this atmosphere, the professors are wondering how they can
come to good working arrangements with the ESG director for
the next six months.
At present, the Executive Board
is still assuming Slingerland will
finish his term as ESG director.
‘The Executive Board has seen
what the professors have to say
about Slingerland in the context of
his reappointment,’ says spokesman Marc Lamers. ‘That decision
by the Executive Board’s is a choice
for the future.’ AS

US: WAGENINGEN BEST
AGRICULTURAL UNIVERSITY
• New American league table
puts Wageningen ahead of UC
Davis and Cornell.

WAGENINGEN BACTERIA
POSTERS AT BUS STOPS
Posters full of moulds and bacteria were recently placed at thousands of
Dutch bus stops. Cultivated in Wageningen by microbiologist Rijkelt Beumer.
The posters are part of a national campaign: ‘You can’t see germs.’ Beumer
wrote the texts with a paintbrush on culture media. He took the cultures from
everyday household objects such as dishcloths, chopping boards and rotten
vegetables. It was not the first time Beumer had written with bacteria. During
practicals in the nineteen seventies and eighties he found time for such tricks.
But he had never imagined reaching millions of people this way. ‘It gives me
a kick to see my posters all over the place. This assignment was right up my
street.’ RR
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Wageningen University is the
best university in the world for
agriculture, according to the
American magazine US News,
which presented a new league
table this month. It is the first
American ranking of universities to include universities outside the United States.
Although there are already several league tables, information
specialist Wouter Gerritsma of
the Wageningen library is
pleased with the newcomer. He
expects the American list to play
an important role in helping international students decide
where to study.
Wageningen UR is ranked 134th
in US News’s general league ta-

ble, but Wageningen heads the
list of agricultural universities,
in front of UC Davis and Cornell
in the United States. These three
universities also topped the list
of agricultural universities in
the Taiwan ranking. Other important international league tables, such as Britain’s Times
Higher Education ranking and
China’s Shanghai ranking, do
not give a separate list of agricultural universities.
Wageningen is also one of the
best universities in the world in
other Wageningen science disciplines, such as environmental
science and plant and animal
science, according to the American league table. Wageningen
UR is ninth in Environment and
Ecology, after Berkeley, Harvard
and Stanford. And Wageningen
is ranked fifth in Plant & Animal
Science, after four American
universities. AS
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TNO FOOD & NUTRITION TO MOVE TO WAGENINGEN
• TNO and DLO institutes plan
to merge in 2017.
• ‘Together, we can get more
research projects.’

According to a recent announcement by TNO and Wageningen UR,
TNO in Zeist will be collaborating
with Food and Biobased Research
at Wageningen UR as of 1 January.

The relevant TNO groups plan to
move to Wageningen at the end of
2017 to merge with the DLO institute.
TNO’s food and nutrition
groups already work with Wageningen UR in the Food and Nutrition top institute, so their research
fields complement one another,
says Niek Snoeij, director of TNO’s
Healthy Living theme. In the past
few years they have collaborated

on the development of foodstuffs
with less salt and sugar, for instance, and on the production of
bioethanol from waste products in
the agrosector. ‘Now we want to set
up large collaborative clusters,’
says Snoeij. He will be forming the
management team together with
Raoul Bino, the Food and Biobased Research director at Wageningen.
Snoeij believes that together,

Wageningen UR and TNO will be
better placed to win EU research
contracts. That commercial perspective is the main reason why
TNO wants to merge its food
and nutrition research with
Wageningen UR. Snoeij says TNO
in Zeist had come to the conclusion that moving to a campus and
collaborating with a university
would be the best option. Then
they decided on Wageningen. AS

in brief
>> ARNOLD VAN VLIET

>> PRIZE

Arnold van Vliet is no longer a columnist
for Dutch newspaper De Telegraaf. Wageningen’s most famous biologist says he
is making way for TV biologist Freek
Vonk. Van Vliet has been writing a weekly column about nature in the country’s
biggest morning paper for two years. ‘On
the one hand it is a pity it’s stopping, because it’s a nice platform. Precisely because a lot of Telegraaf readers take a
different view of climate change than
mine. On the other hand: it takes you an
evening a week to write a column like
that.’ De Telegraaf is one of the newspapers that have contributed to Van Vliet’s
reach on the media. Read Van Vliet’s
views elsewhere in this number in a feature in the Leading Lights series. RK

Berend van de Meer is one of the winners of the 2014 Unilever Research
Prize. The Wageningen Molecular Life
Sciences student was handed the prize –
2500 euros and an artwork - at Unilever
in Vlaardingen on 27 November. The
prize is awarded annually to exceptional
students in science disciplines such as
chemistry and biotechnology. Van de
Meer received the award for his Master’s
thesis on colloidal crystals. For his research he built a new installation himself
and he published his results in the top
journal PNAS. After graduating in September, Van der Meer started on a doctorate at Utrecht University. RR

Exit Telegraaf

Unilever rewards student

>> YOUNG ACADEMY

New Wageningen member
Assistant professor Marleen Kamperman
is one of the ten new members of the
Young Academy. This is a select club of
talented young academics within the
Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and
Sciences (KNAW). The current 50 or so
members include two other Wageningen
scientists, the sociologist Hilde Bras and
plant scientist Dolf Weijers. Kamperman
will be installed in Amsterdam at the end
of March and will get a membership lasting five years. RR

KEESVANVELUW <<
Flowers and butterflies
When I go shopping with my girlfriend on a Saturday I am
often asked, ‘Be a man now and buy me a bunch of flowers.’ I totally ignore such requests. She who asks doesn’t
get. Flowers? Why always flowers? Why are flowers so important?
At a meeting about flowery field edges to create a niche for
the natural enemies of aphids, I asked the same question.
A farmer: ‘Well, I don’t have 100 percent confidence in
keeping aphids under control by growing flowers. But the
nicest thing about a flowery field edge is that it makes passers-by happy. They pick a bunch and if I happen to be
around, they have a chat. They love it! And that makes my
day, you see.’
On the way home in the car I pondered flowers a bit more.
For bees, drunk on the nectar after visiting a flower, they
must indeed be a seventh heaven. Total bliss. But for people? I thought back to a conversation with an organic beekeeper. ‘Flowers,’ he said, ‘are more than calyces, pistils
and stigmas on a stalk. Flowers are like stationary butterflies, and butterflies are like happy fluttering flowers. They
are there to be beautiful.’ An unbounded and at the same
time intriguing thought like that is what makes my day. I
am very glad I didn’t think of this during the meeting, because I would have blurted it out, and there’s a good
chance those no-nonsense farmers would have thought
me a hopelessly woolly romantic.
Butterflies are just fluttering flowers. The sort of thing you
can say to your beloved. Love is unbounded too. This Friday I am going to surprise my beloved with a bunch of still
stationary butterflies and ask her to let them go. A nice
surprise or what? Kees van Veluw

MARLEEN KAMPERMAN
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PILOT PLANT BRINGS
‘BLUE ENERGY’ CLOSER
• Blue energy is generated
through contact between salt
and fresh water.
• Wageningen scientists
involved from the start.

PHOTO: SIEBE SWART/HOLLANDSE HOOGTE

In a global first for the Netherlands, on 26 November King Willem-Alexander opened the first
pilot plant for ‘blue energy’. The
plant generates electricity by
making use of the different
charges in particles of salt and of
fresh water. Electricity is generated by making salt water from the
Wadden Sea flow past special
membranes with the fresh water
of the Ijsselmeer on the other
side of them. The method uses
thousands of tiny pieces of gauze
which between them would cover
a football pitch. The amount of
electricity generated is still small,
but the plan is to build 1000 such
modules on the Afsluitdijk, a
dyke closing the Ijsselmeer off

from the Wadden Sea. This
would be enough to supply all the
households of Friesland, Groningen and Drenthe with electricity.
The pilot plant was constructed by a company called REDstack
but the knowledge it is based on
came from Wageningen. The very
first test in a Wageningen UR laboratory in 2006 produced a capacity of 0.1 W, just enough to
turn a small propeller. Three
years later, tens of thousands
times that amount was being
generated at the Frisia salt factory in Harlingen. This was still no
more than a meagre 1000 Watts
though. And now 50,000 Watts
on the afsluitdijk, making use for
the first time of an existing meeting point of salt and fresh water.
ECOLOGICAL OBJECTIONS
Blue energy is thought to offer
enormous potential. Of all the
suitable rivers in the world were
used for this purpose, they would
generate 1,600 billion Watts,

The new pilot plant on the Afsluitdijk.
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about half the electricity requirements of the EU. In the Netherlands itself, this Dutch discovery
could after upscaling be applied
in the form of ‘energy dykes’.
But ecologists do have concerns about the effects of filtering the salt and fresh water. ‘If a
200 MW power station is established on the afsluitdijk, a flow of
water will go through it as big as
the Ijssel,’ says Martin Baptist of
Imares Wageningen UR. ‘Huge
amounts of plankton, fish and
mussel larvae will have to be filtered out of it.’ This not only raises ecological objections, but it also has economic consequences.
The Wadden Sea is precisely
where mussel seed capture installations are located. A study
will start at the end of 2015 to examine the consequences of a
large-scale Blue Energy plant for
the Wadden Sea. Institutes such
as NIOZ, Imares Wageningen UR
and Deltares will collaborate on
this. René Didde

DLO: NO NEW
CAO IN SIGHT
• Unions rejected new wage
offer.
• Each side accuses the other of
inflexibility.

Negotiations between the trade unions and DLO have not resulted in a
new collective labour agreement
(CAO). The unions are considering
what to do next but industrial action now seems more likely.
The unions and DLO have been
meeting informally since early November, when trade union members rejected a negotiated agreement. The planned wage increase
of 1.5 percent in two stages was said
to be too little.
In the new discussions, DLO indicated that there was room for a
‘significant increase’ in the wage offer, says Tineke Tromp, Human Resources corporate director and the
negotiator for DLO. This gesture
was turned down by the unions.
Neither party wants to give any exact figures. Tromp thinks there is a
good offer and accuses the unions
of being unrealistic. “I don’t know
what else I can do. The ball is very
much in the unions’ court.’
‘So be it,’ says Rob van Baalen,
negotiator on behalf of the Abvakabo union. He says that the unions
are currently considering their next
move. From their perspective, it
was DLO that was the party acting
stubbornly in the negotiations, with
even ‘logical’ changes having to be
forced through.
In fact, a new bone of contention
has emerged in recent weeks.
Tromp says the unions have gone
back on the agreement to abolish
age limits for irregular working
hours. Tromp sees this as a point
of principle as it is theoretically
age discrimination. Also, she says
it puts all the burden on younger
employees. Van Baalen thinks
Tromp is making a mountain out
of a molehill. The unions just want
a transitional arrangement for
people who will be losing this
right. RR
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SEALS MUTILATE
PORPOISES
• Mystery of washed-up porpoises solved.

The culprits behind the mysterious mutilated porpoises
washed up on Dutch shores have been identified: grey seals.
They hunt the porpoises for their nutritious fat. This is the
conclusion of lengthy forensic research by Imares, the NIOZ
and Utrecht University. The seals’ DNA found in bite wounds
was the smoking gun. There were also traces of bites and
nails on the carcasses, says Mardijk Leopold, DLO researcher
at Imares. When increasing numbers of mutilated porpoises
were found washed up on beaches in 2006, it was first
thought that the animals had got caught in fishing nets. That
explanation proved untenable and research on ships’
rudders threw up no answers either. A Belgian researcher
finally came up with the seal hypothesis in 2012.
Hunting porpoises is completely new behaviour in seals.
It is clear now that it is a factor to be reckoned with. About
one fifth of the washed-up porpoises were victims of a seal
attack. This has therefore become a significant cause of
death. Since both species are protected there is probably
little we can do about it. ‘That is nature for you,’ says
Leopold. RR

‘MONEY IS
POURING IN’

ROYAL DECORATION FOR
KNOWLEDGE BROKER FROM BENIN
Wageningen UR often works with local advisors overseas. One of them, Dominique
Hounkonnou from Benin, received a royal ribbon of honour on 21 November for
his special services.
‘Hounkonnou knows better than anyone how to analyse complex interactions in
West Africa and to massage them to get results.’ And in this he was 100 percent
straight and reliable, says Professor Niels Röling, who nominated Dominique
Hounkonnou for a decoration. The Beninese advisor has known Wageningen
UR for 30 years. For 12 years he worked at the Centre Technique Agricole
(CTA), an international agricultural institute based in Wageningen. Then he
got his doctorate and became a consultant to young African entrepreneurs
and development projects. For the past 12 years he has been co-coordinator of
Wageningen UR’s Convergence of Sciences programme in West Africa. AS

What did you win?
‘The competition ran for more than two
months, and nearly 4000 people voted for us.
We won 20,000 euros in credit for legal advice,
online advertising, coaching and support.
Really handy for developing our business
further.’

FIGUREITOUT

Are you still studying?
‘I’ve got to take three resits and then I’ll have
my Bachelor’s. Sjuul has finished and Joep still
has to write a thesis. I am already working
fulltime for UW, so I really don’t have time to
do a Master’s on top of that.’

Who: Thijs Verheul,
student of Business and
Consumer Sciences
What: With two fellow
students he set up
United Wardrobe, a
website for trading in
secondhand clothes.
Why: UW won the public
vote prize of the
Accenture Innovation
Awards.

Are you already making enough to live on?
‘Money is pouring in, but it is pouring out as
well. We ourselves live off student grants and
jobs on the side. We plough all our earnings
from UW back into the company. We have just
made an app and on 15 January we go live in
Belgium. With our French-language site. In
April we are going to conquer France.’
Do things go wrong sometimes?
‘Of course. Sjuul recently put all the products
into the category ‘Long skirts’. For a whole day
it was impossible to find anything on the site.
Luckily that was solved quite quickly. It did cost
him a few beers though.’ NM

Big on facebook / For a small university Wageningen has a lot of likes on Facebook
Source: Facebook (17/11), VSNU-2013

Illustration Studio Lakmoes
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CUTTLEFISH MAY LISTEN OUT
FOR ENEMIES
• Test shows that cuttlefish
register sounds.
• Effect of noisy shipping
not yet known.

The cuttlefish, a member of the
Cephalopod class which inhabits
Dutch coastal waters, appears to
have good hearing. It is thought
that it may hear its enemies approaching. These findings came
out of sound tests carried out by
Wageningen biology student Julia
Samson. She writes about it in the
Journal of Experimental Biology.
‘We did not know beforehand
whether they would react,’ says
Samson from the United States,
where she is now in graduate
school. There were indications
that cuttlefish can hear, but Samson is the first to have researched
that systematically. ‘Now we know
that they react to sound and very
strongly too, to some noises.’
The biologist released the
roughly 20 centimetre-long cuttlefish into small basins. There they
were exposed to a tone for three

seconds and their reaction was
filmed. At the tested wavelengths between 80 and 1000 Hertz, a
range within which we hear well
too - she saw clear changes. At a
moderate volume the creatures
changed colour, and at a loud volume they even squirted ink and
swam away. With the speakers she
was using Samson could not test
whether the cuttlefish react to ultrasound, as dolphins do. ‘So we
don’t know whether cuttlefish
pick that up,’ says Samson. ‘Those
are two very different kinds of
sound.’
NORTH SEA
Given that cuttlefish almost certainly do not produce any noise,
they probably do not use their
hearing for communication. Samson’s guess is that the creatures listen out for predators. That would
explain why they react so defensively by spouting ink, for example,
or camouflaging themselves.
There has been a lot of interest
in recent years in ‘noise pollution’
in the sea. The noise of ships, for
instance, disturbs communication

among porpoises and dolphins.
This discussion is certainly relevant to the Netherlands, since our
North Sea coast is one of the busiest shipping channels in the world.
It also houses about 100 wind turbines and a large number of oil
rigs.

Samson’s results suggest than
non-mammals might suffer from
intrusive noise too. At the same
time as she was doing her research, another group showed that
cuttlefish may hear ships, but Samson thinks it is too soon to draw
conclusions from this. RR

birds could be infected by waterbirds. So how has it happened?
‘We suspect that the virus got into the barn on clothing or shoes
carrying bird droppings, material
from the farm or infected water,’
says CVI researcher Armin Elbers.

and migrating birds played a key
role in that, Asian researchers established. An outbreak of H5N8
on a poultry farm in Japan in
April was also blamed on migrating birds.
At the beginning of November
2014, the infectious virus was
found in droppings of Bewick’s
tundra swans. This swan breeds
in arctic zones such as Siberia,
and from September starts to fly
to its overwintering areas in
north-west Europe, which include Great Britain, Denmark
and the Netherlands. Soon after
that, Germany was the first European country to report an outbreak of bird flu type H5N8 in
turkeys. AS

BIRD FLU FLOWN IN FROM ASIA
• CVI sees infection via
migrating birds as ‘likely’.
• Virus originates from China.

The bird flu virus affecting poultry
farms in the Dutch villages of
Hekendorp, Ter Aar and Kamperveen is highly likely to have been
brought to Europe by migrating
birds. This conclusion comes
from an analysis by the Central
Veterinary Institute (CVI).
The bird flu virus type H5N8
was confirmed on a German turkey farm on 6 November. Genetic
research established that it was almost identical to the viruses
which were found this year on
RESOURCE — 27 November 2014

poultry farms in South Korea, China and Japan. What is more, a
wild duck in the same region of
Germany was found to have been
infected with H5N8 last week.
The CVI has not found any direct evidence of a relation between migrating birds and an outbreak of bird flu, but migrating
birds are the most likely source of
the virus, says CVI researcher
Ruth Bouwstra. There has been no
direct contact between the infected poultry farms, which are also
very far apart. All the farms, on the
other hand, are in regions with
large numbers of water birds.
It is striking that the poultry
on none of the infected farms has
access to the outdoors, where the

SIBERIA
The bird flu virus subtype H8N8
originates from China, where it
was isolated for the first time in
2009 in an apparently healthy
batch of ducks on a poultry market. Research showed that the virus was highly virulent for chickens.
Early this year the H5N8 virus
spread fast across South Korea,

science << 9

POLLEN FROM MUSEUM BEES
PROVIDES EVIDENCE
• Food shortage caused drop in wild
bee numbers.
• Larger bees suffer most from
scarcity.

The Dutch countryside has changed radically since the mid-twentieth century. Increasingly intensive farming has left its
mark. In the space of 100 years, the
amount of land providing a typical bee habitat has shrunk by 80 percent. So it would
seem probable that a shortage of food
could affect the 357 (!) known species of
wild bees in the country. PhD candidate Jeroen Scheper has now proven this in an ingenious fashion.
For his investigations, biologist Scheper
delved into the natural history museums.
There he scraped some pollen off the bodies of every mounted wild bee he could
find. And by analysing the pollen he could
find out what their favourite food was. ‘The
assumption here is that before 1950 the
menu was still full of options,’ explains
Scheper. ‘And that there was no shortage of
suitable food yet in those days.’ Scheper
spent months, spread over a couple of
years, poring over the collections in Leiden, Amsterdam, Wageningen, Leeuwarden, Rotterdam, Tilburg and Brussels. The
preferred diet of most bees became less

and less available in the second half of the
twentieth century. Scheper correlated that
with the degree of decline in the bee populations. The link between the two was crystal clear. The shortages of foodstuffs explain almost half the changes in the numbers of bees of a given species. Scheper:
‘For this kind of study, that is a surprisingly large proportion. It is great that this has
come out of the study like that.’
SIZE
The study shows that the bees that have
had the hardest time forage on Leguminosae such as clovers. Bees that head for species from the Rosacea family (apple, strawberry, pear, plum), by contrast, have increased in numbers. ‘That is good news, in
principle, because it means we don’t have
to start worrying about the pollination of
the crops in that family.’
Apart from the menu, the size of the bee
seems to play a role too. The bigger the
bee, the stronger the decline in the population, probably because a larger bee needs
more food.
Knowledge about the ideal menu of
bees provides a basis for taking measures.
By planting purposefully, you can make
life easier for species that are under pressure. It is also important, thinks Scheper,
to make sure there is enough food throughout the season. RK

VISION <<

Warning: May contain
traces of peanuts

From mid-September restaurants in the Netherlands are
obliged to state on their menus which allergens are present in their dishes. Restaurateurs are grumbling and
Huub Savelkoul, professor of Cell Biology and Immunology, is critical too. ‘This is well-meant but very nannystate-ish.’
What is the problem? There are lots of people with
allergies who will be happy about this.
‘In fact only 1 to 2 percent of the Dutch have a food allergy, while as many as 17 percent think they have an allergy. At the moment there is a hype-like emphasis on
allergies, especially focusing on gluten. That can cause
a psychological reaction. And then some symptoms are
caused by food intolerances, to lactose for instance.
That is not caused by the immune system – as in the
case of allergies – but by an enzyme defect.’
This legislation revolves around allergies, though. Is
this overestimation going to cause problems?
‘People with a real allergy have adjusted their lifestyle
long ago. The legislation will have most effect on that
vague middle group. The people who suspect they are
allergic or who occasionally react to certain foods. It is
a good idea to protect seriously allergic people but you
have to question whether it is realistic to aim for zero
risk. This legislation is worrying people and imposing
big costs on producers and restaurants. It is well-meant
but it is very nanny-state-ish.’
So will things work out alright with this legislation?
‘The lack of a uniform labeling system is the main
problem, but our ignorance is another one. For example, we don’t know what the effect of heating is on a lot
of allergenic foodstuffs. You would have to do a crazy
amount of research to get a comprehensive system.
Meanwhile, cross-pollination, through which pollen
could get into food, does not have to be mentioned. So
it is quite possible that the legislators will come back
on this or make some changes to it.’ RR

STELLING

‘Employers should not discourage romantic
couples from working together’
Lotte B. Westerhof, due to receive her PhD on
3 December in Wageningen
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HEALTHY SOIL, SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
There are more species in a handful of soil
than there are wild plants growing in the
Netherlands. In a recent overview in Nature,
Wim van der Putten flagged up the way soil
life is under pressure from climate change,
expanding cities and modern farming.
Most natural soils contain a great wealth of micro-organisms which play an important role in
countless natural processes. But that wealth of
species is under pressure from more intensive
land use, writes Van der Putten, extraordinary
professor of Functional Biodiversity in the

Nematology chair group and head of department at the NIOO-KNAW. Agrarian land use
plays a role in this process as well, he believes.
Intensive farming leads to a decline in biodiversity. Alternative agriculture is better for the soil
life but the yields are too low. So Van der Putten
argues for a ‘third way’ which combines the advantages of intensive farming with those of organic farming.
WHAT IS THE PERFECT SOIL FOR AGRICULTURE IN
YOUR VIEW?
‘That is a diverse soil with lots of activity that

generates soil structure, suppresses diseases
and pests and efficiently delivers lots of nutrients to the crops.’
WHY IS THE LIFE IN THE SOIL, ALL THOSE BACTERIA, WORMS AND FUNGI, SO IMPORTANT?
‘Everything you eat, the clothes you wear and
the air you breathe passes endlessly through
the soil. The soil converts dead plant residues
into nutrients which plants then absorb. Scientists are gaining a better and better understanding of how those processes work. Without soil
life a thick layer of plant residues pile up while
the soil gets exhausted. We wouldn’t have a future.’
YOU POINT OUT THAT THIS SYSTEM IS UNDER
THREAT.
‘In the last 10 years in Europe, an area the size
of Luxembourg has been covered in houses,
roads and other constructions. This leads to
what we call soil-sealing. The soil has no more
contact with living plants and cannot perform
its functions. Apart from a couple of bacteria
everything dies.’

PHOTO: SVEN MENSCHEL

YOU MENTION IN PARTICULAR THE CONSEQUENCES OF MODERN AGRICULTURE FOR THE SOIL.
‘Yes, several factors are covered in the article,
but one of them is the use of fertilizer. Liquid
manure is not as good for the development of
organic matter as manure made of straw or
compost. In soil with a lot of liquid manure
bacteria are dominant and there are relatively
few fungi, making the soil more sensitive to extreme conditions such as drought. Also, the use
of increasingly heavy machinery causes soil
compression. A soil without structure can store
less water.’

Wim van der Putten: ‘Without soil life we don’t have a future.’
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HOW WILL THE FUTURE APPROACH TO FARMING
ENSURE BETTER SOILS?
‘There is a controversy within Wageningen UR
about the relative merits of conventional and
organic farming. But we could also collaborate
on the third way which combines the advantages of both: farming targeting a well-functioning
soil which is highly productive and as sustainable as possible. We are now working on an article in which we show that you can get just as
high production as in conventional farming as
long as you give a soil with a lot of organic matter enough time to mature. It is difficult to get a
soil to do exactly what you want, but I think that
with the knowledge we are acquiring now we
can take the next step.’ RR
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Wageningen University was very well represented
when College Tour interviewed Bill Gates. Afterwards
our site published a reader’s letter and an intellectual
discussion about Gates’ – old-fashioned – notion of
sustainability. Do you have something to say on the
topic? Come and join the discussion!

REACTIONS ON...

RESOURCE-ONLINE.NL
OPEN THE GATES

Van Oosten was one of the 350 Wageningen
students lucky enough to attend the College
Tour recording sessions. ‘His work for the Gates
Foundation was absolutely inspirational and I
am convinced that he wants the best for the
world,’ he writes afterwards in an opinion piece
for Resource. ‘Nonetheless, I left the studio
with a heavy heart. Bill’s vision of sustainability and development is, in my opinion, at best
conservative, at worst frankly dangerous.’
As Bill Gates spoke, the student heard about
his great faith in the problem-solving capability
of technology. Innovations and new technologies are raising efficiency. Ultimately, this will
help humanity to solve the problems of our era.
‘This techno-utopian vision runs counter to
what we as Wageningen scientists have long
known: our ecological footprint must diminish,
growth correlates strongly with the degradation
of ecosystems, [...] prosperity is not the same
as well-being and infinite growth on a finite
planet is physically impossible.’ By way of
example, Van Oosten mentions Easter Island,
where civilization collapsed due to the overexploitation of natural resources, in this case
trees. However efficiently you deal with the
chopped wood, when you cut down trees faster
than they can grow back, disaster inevitably
follows. ‘I genuinely do not understand that

Bill, who sees every day in his work how Africa’s ecosystem services are failing big time to
provide the continent’s inhabitants with a hospitable environment, does not realize that the
economy is a sub-system of the ecology.’
‘I understand your concern,’ responds Anne.
Yet she also sees examples of where technology
does have a positive influence, for example in
enabling the generation of energy with solar
panels. ‘The problem is that people assume
they can consume more of something because
it is sustainable and then the net effect is still
zero.’ According to Erik-Jan van Oosten she’s hit
the nail on the head. Paradoxically enough, the
free market ensures that the ‘consumption of a
raw material rises precisely when innovations
enable more efficient use.’ Anne
continues to maintain that it is not
technology that’s
the problem; that is
neutral. ‘The larger
problem is the functioning of the
socio-economic system, which is
geared to growth
and more consumption.’
Other respondents
think it is unfair to
attack Gates for a
small part of what
he had to say. Espe-

cially when he couldn’t select the students’
questions. ‘It is not that I disagree with you per
se,’ writes Charles O Mann. ‘The ecological,
social and economic consequences are certainly important.’ The letter-writer immediately
admits that he selected a single aspect of what
Gates had to say. ‘By the way, that was due in
part to Bill himself who had little to say about
Naomi Klein and Thomas Piketty.’ After the
event, Van Oosten was concerned mainly about
the vision of the future that Gates unfolded and
so he addressed this subject. Actually he himself thinks it’s a pity, given that Gates uses his
money to do so much good work. Why does
such a clever man, who is so engaged in the
fate of the world, have such old-fashioned ideas about progress?

PHOTO: ROY BORGHOUTS

Bill Gates undoubtedly wants the best for the
world, writes Erik-Jan van Oosten, student of
Urban Environmental Management, but his
notion of sustainability and development is
conservative to say the least, and may even
be dangerous.
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Driven away
by Ebola
She felt completely at home in Mali. But when ebola reared
its ugly head there, Linda Schoorl (25) was forced to break
off her internship and fly back to the Netherlands. ‘I am
homesick. I so long to go back.’
text: Linda van der Nat / photo: Linda Schoorl

S

he has been back in the Netherlands for
nearly a month, but in her head, Master’s
student Linda Schoorl (25) is still in Mali.
She was supposed to spend four months
there, on an internship, but she had to come
back after two months: the risk of ebola was
thought to be too great. ‘It is strange to be back,’ she says
halfway through our conversation in the Orion canteen. ‘I
don’t really know what to do with myself; my room is sublet until December. I’ve got culture shock. In the Netherlands everything has stayed the same, but I have changed.
I would rather go back.’
The student of Development and Rural Innovation
ended up in Mali by chance. ‘It made no difference to me
where I did an internship, as long as I could do something to do with theatre. Theatre is an incredibly good
way of getting to know each other quickly and deeply, and
of bridging cultural differences.’
Through her network she got a place at an NGO, Miriyawale, in Sikasso, a town in the south of Mali. She was to
teach drama to women there. Mali was already surrounded by countries affected by the ebola epidemic, but
this Argo rower did not let that put her off. ‘People
around me found it very worrying, and wondered why you
would go to a region where there was a chance of an ebola
outbreak. But I was not worried. Mali is so incredibly big.
In the Netherlands we are not afraid of falling ill if there
is a flu epidemic 1000 kilometres away, either.’
SIMPLE LIFE
Linda quickly felt completely at home in Sikasso. In an
email to family and friends she wrote: ‘People here
understand the art of doing nothing, of waiting and
enjoying. Hours spent staring ahead of you, with the
same view every day. And nobody whines that life is not
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good enough. I like that and I am beginning to be able to
do it myself. The days are good just as they are (…) I am
discovering that it makes me very happy to have less stuff,
fewer appointments, and be less busy. Living more simply makes me stronger.’
‘I don’t really relate to the mentality in the Netherlands,’ she explains. ‘All that busyness, everything must
be done quick-quick, studying, writing reports, making a
career… I prefer to work on something practical. That
makes me feel better than studying in an office at the university or only learning theory.’
In the community centre in Sikasso, run by a Dutch
woman, Linda set to work with a women’s theatre group.
The idea was to perform a play for the whole community
on a subject they chose themselves. After the lessons,
they would eat together and the conversation soon
turned to the subject of a healthy diet. The women had a

‘I don’t really know what to
do with myself; my room is
sub-let until December.’
lot of questions. Linda: ‘Health is not part of their culture. It is very normal to eat rice twice a day, just with peanut sauce. So a lot of people are overweight and children
have swollen bellies because of vitamin and mineral deficiencies. Vegetables and fruit are not expensive and there
is plenty available, but people hardly buy them. I thought,
this is a good topic for the play. I can make a difference to
their lives in a short time.’
The women tackled the theme with enthusiasm, but
before Linda had really got things going, she received an
alarming message from the Netherlands: an ebola death
in Mali. ‘My boyfriend has seen it on a news site. A twoyear-old Malian girl had been on a bus that had driven
through the whole country. She had all the symptoms:
her nose was bleeding throughout the whole journey.’
Panic did not break out at once in Mali, but to be on
the safe side the community centre closed temporarily.
So the drama lessons stopped too. Linda got in touch
with the university, but there is no protocol for situations
like this. Her family were worried. The health insurance
company advised her to come home: the costs of repatriation would not be covered if she fell ill. ‘But I didn’t want
to come back at all. I was so enjoying myself there. I
thought the reactions in the Netherlands were much too
panicky.’ But it was not an option just to wait and see. ‘If
the centre stayed closed I had nothing to do. Even the
director of the centre said I should go home. That
evening in bed I cried my eyes out, I was so upset about it.
WHITE SUITS
At the airport she could see that the news about ebola was
having an impact. ‘There were people walking around in
white suits and on the plane my temperature was taken

with one of those infrared thermometers. The hand baggage in the compartments above the seats was sprayed
with disinfectant.’ None of this worried her. ‘I thought it
was all a bit sloppy. Because next to the man in the white
suit was a customs officer without any protection at all.’
But when a man sitting two rows in front of her
became ill, she did feel a little uneasy. ‘He was taken off
the plane in Lisbon by men in white suits. I did quickly
think back to see whether I had had any contact with that
man. And yet at the same time I thought: I am not going
to let myself get worked up about this. How much chance
is there of my getting ebola? The chances of malaria,
typhoid or TB are much greater, because those are still
common diseases.’
Back in Wageningen, Linda has not managed to get
back into the swing of things. ‘It is nice to see everyone
again, but I also want to finish what I started. I have
reverse homesickness: I so long to go back. I was happy in
Mali because I felt I was doing something meaningful,
and because I had found a place in the world where I feel
at home. Now there have been a few confirmed cases of
ebola in Mali, which will probably mean stricter safety
precautions. So there is no question of going back for the
time being. I am going to continue my internship as well
as I can using Skype. I can sort of accept that, but not
really yet.’
27 November 2014 — RESOURCE
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On line
education pioneers
Teaching 10,000 students located all around the world. That is
possible with a Massive Open Online Course, or MOOC. Wageningen
University has gone all out for this option, but the implementation
is still ahead. How do you go about this kind of online programme?
‘The challenge is to hold the student’s attention.’
text: Linda van der Nat and Rob Ramaker / photo: Sven Menschel

I

magine lecturing to the camera all afternoon and
then seeing all the film going straight into the
bin. That happened to professor of Nutrition
Sander Kersten last September when he and
other educational pioneers were working on the
first MOOC. On 27 November he will share his
experiences with colleagues in an information session
called How to cook a MOOC.

EDX
Wageningen University is a member of
the MOOC platform EdX. This was set up a
group of top American universities such as
Harvard and MIT, and includes the Technical
University of Delft in the Netherlands.
Unlike competitors such as Udacity, EdX
is non-profit. Nearly 70 universities have
joined so far, and they offer more than 300
free courses between them.
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Wageningen University is due to launch its first MOOC
early in 2015. Then, students from all around the world
will be able to follow a free online version of the BSc module Introduction to nutrition. This will be followed two
weeks later by an online course on optimal crop yields
from Plant Production Systems. The two courses are an
advert for the university.
DEADLY DULL
‘I was pretty fed up,’ says Kersten, looking back on the
filming incident, when the background was all wrong.
‘But that black was deadly for the ambiance. The quality
was not what we wanted. An online course like this must
be kind of slick, with professional and appealing images.’
Setting up an online course is quite unlike running a
conventional course, says Ulrike Wild, Online Learning
programme director. ‘A MOOC is pretty casual. You can
sign up with one click of the mouse, but after that you
have no obligation to follow lectures or get points. So the
challenge is to hold the student’s attention.’ Given that
MOOCS have only existed for a couple of years, it is a
question of giving it a try and learning from others.
Which is exactly what Wild has been doing. She took
quite a number of MOOCS, including courses on Greek
mythology and social psychology. Partly out of interest,
but always with a professional eye. ‘How do they do it?
What would I do differently?’ Wild came across some
good and some terrible examples. ‘There are MOOCS
around that are deadly dull.’
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A lot of trial and error goes into the making of a
MOOC, as Kersten has noticed. After his wasted afternoon, the black screen was scrapped and the team at the
Dreijen got a studio with a green screen. Teachers can
record ‘knowledge clips’ here: mini-lectures of around 10
minutes in length. Teachers have to point in the air,
rather like a weather forecaster on TV. Illustrations are
added later by computer: a schematic digestion system
placed behind the teacher, for example.
The teachers are working with a team which also
includes education experts and multimedia experts. A
knowledge clip of this kind demands a lot more thinking
and preparation than a lecture. And giving a lecture in
front of a camera is a different ballgame to talking to a
room full of students. At every stumbling block students
drop out. After all, if they don’t understand something
they cannot just put their hands up. So Kersten writes out
his lecture word for word and reads it from an improvised
autocue. That way he knows there is a logical line to the
text and he can deliver it without hesitations and ums
and ahs. Wild: ‘This challenged us to be very alert to that.
Online courses have drawn a lot of attention to teaching
methodology and techniques.’

GREEN SCREEN
According to Wild, the experiences gained with the
MOOCs can be of interest to the teaching in Wageningen
across the board. The innovation around new courses
tends to spread to the rest of the courses. Green screens,
for instance, are being used by other teachers too now.
‘They discovered that they are better off explaining the
basics of genetics in three effective video clips than
repeating the material 100 times in the classroom. That
is exactly what the Growth committee proposed earlier
this year. By making good use of technology Wageningen
University can maintain a good standard of education
even while student numbers grow.’
Kersten has benefitted from the MOOCs himself too.
When he gives his course on campus now he uses his
films. That frees up more time for seminars and intensive
supervision by teachers. Meanwhile he is waiting to see
how many people sign up for his course. Kersten hopes
for 30 to 40 thousand. Probably more than all the students he has ever taught in the classroom.

On line
Onderwijspionier

NUMBERS

PIONEERS
Sander Kersten,
professor of Food,
Metabolism and
Genomics
‘Making a MOOC
demands all sorts of
new skills and gives you
a change from your regular teaching work,
the skills for which you do have under your
belt. I have put an awful lot of time and
work into this, and I haven’t regretted it
for a moment.’

The word ‘massive’ in the acronym MOOC can
be taken quite literally. The most popular
courses have more than 100,000 students.
Wageningen too is hoping to attract tens of
thousands of students for each of its two
courses. But a much smaller proportion of
students on MOOCS complete the course. The
completion rate for the majority of the
courses is below 15 percent.

Gerry van de Ven,
assistant professor at
Plant Production
Systems
‘It was incredibly nice
to work on this in a
team. I see my subject
in quite a different light now. You are
quicker to adopt something innovative:
animations or a short film.’

If the video does not play automatically, click here
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LINE OF FIRE
A chance to fire questions at the world’s richest
man, Bill Gates, came to about 350 Wageningen
students during the filming of College Tour. Because
it was thanks to the efforts of Wageningen researcher Gerlinde de Deyn that Bill Gates came to the
Netherlands for the TV programme, Wageningen students got priority. They turned out to have a broad
range of interests, from combatting disease in Africa to future innovations. One bold student asked
Gates with a wink whether his son was a bachelor.
The answer was yes, but he’s only 16. If you didn’t
get a chance to ask your question, you could still
scan the audience to spot yourself the next day on
TV. RR, photo Roy Borghouts
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‘If you can’t
mobilize a lot of
people it gets
difficult’
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Wageningen’s leading lights: Arnold van Vliet

A biologist
with a mission

In a portrait of Wageningen’s most famous biologist Arnold van Vliet you
will expect some talk of nature. An even more inevitable topic is impact.
Science for impact and the mission to make a difference.
text: Roelof Kleis / photography: Guy Ackermans

T

he year is not over yet; there is still one month
to go. But it is already clear that 2014 was an
extraordinary year for the natural world. ‘A
spectacular year,’ says Arnold van Vliet decidedly. And he should know. He has his finger
on the pulse of nature like no one else in the
Netherlands. And the patient is running a temperature:
2014 was the hottest year ever. ‘Or at least, since records
began.’ You only have to look outside to see what that
means. It is mid-November and there are still leaves on
many of the trees: the fall is still going on. And yet it
started so early. ‘The leaves began to turn in August
already. Much earlier than we expected,’ says Van Vliet,
patiently repeating what he had just been explaining on
Vara’s Vroege Vogels [Early Birds], his regular Sunday
morning radio programme. ‘In recent years we have seen
autumn starting later and later. But there was a sudden
cold spell in August, which made the autumn kick in.
High temperatures after that delayed the turning of the
leaves and in the end it was a late autumn.’
This is Van Vliet’s line of work: studying changes in
the timing of cyclical natural phenomena. Phenology in
biology jargon. And in particular, the way climate change
affects that timing. To do this he continually appeals to
the public for their knowledge. Observations by the likes
of you and me, of the nature in our localities. Van Vliet
has turned this ‘citizen science’ into his own specialism.
Conducting research together with the general public.
There are probably not very many people in the Netherlands who have never heard of the Nature Calendar, the
Midge Radar, the Tick Radar, the Allergy Radar or the
Splash Counter. All hits from Van Vliet’s repertoire.

It is easy enough to substantiate that claim. Van Vliet
keeps track of his media activities. For years he has calculated his ‘reach’ through the media using print numbers
and viewing and listening statistics. In this respect too,
2014 was a top year. ‘Last year was a record with 200 million people. Now, with six weeks still to go, I am already
at 280 million people.’ For the sake of clarity: these are
not ‘separate visitors’ but all the readers, viewers and listeners who could have seen or heard his message. Several

ARNOLD VAN VLIET

Haastrecht 1973

1991-1996	Degree in Biology at Wageningen
University
1997 	researcher at Institute for Forest and
Nature Research (now Alterra)
1998 	researcher at National Institute for
Public Health and Environment (RIVM)
1999 	research at International Center for
Integrative Studies, University of
Maastricht
2000 	Wageningen University, research in
Environmental Systems Analysis
2001
Started Natuurkalendar.nl
2008 	PhD: Monitoring, analyzing, forecasting
and communicating phonological
changes
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‘Attention in the media is crucial’

>>

explanations can be found for the success this year. Van
Vliet: ‘This year we launched Alterra’s Green Monitor in
the media, as well as the Midge Radar, together with the
Laboratory for Entomology. This is the year of the parent
bug and the spotted-wing drosophila. And then 2014 has
been an extraordinary year weather-wise. On top of that,
Natuurbericht.nl, our nature news website, is being used
more and more by journalists as a reliable source of
information on nature. Everything we put on there is
effectively a press release.’
CITIZEN SCIENCE
Van Vliet discovered the power of citizen science back
during his student days in Wageningen. ‘For a final
research project at the IBN (now Alterra) I came across
the archives of the Dutch Phenological Observation Network. Piles of files full of citizens’ observations going
back to 1868. When you analyse that data you see that
temperature has a clear effect on what happens around
you. Phenology has turned out to be a very good indicator
for changes in weather and climate. On the basis of
observations by volunteers you get a good picture of what
a year looks like and how it compares with other years.’ In
search of an answer to the question of how nature is
changing on the global scale, Van Vliet put together an
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email ‘list service’ in his student room on the Haarweg. ‘A
mailing list really, to improve international communication between phenologists. This way, as a student, I soon
became a linchpin in the system. It was an eye-opener for
me that you could exchange ideas that way and mobilize
the scientific world.’ The experience provided the basis
for the development of the European Phenology Network,
funded by Brussels. A press release about this brought
radio programme Vroege Vogels calling. ‘That programme had had a ‘pheno line’ at an earlier stage. They
said they wondered whether it would be an idea to revive
that with me? I had no idea that half a million people listen to Vroege Vogels every week. I had never heard of it.
What do you expect, when it’s broadcast between eight
and ten on a Sunday morning? Hello, I had only just left
university.’ His first appeal brought in 2000 responses.
And the rest is history.
Van Vliet gets into the media on a regular basis. That
is a talent, but there is also a clear strategy behind it. ‘You
see, I want to achieve certain goals in my work. For
Nature Calendar, for instance, we want to monitor timing
in nature and the effects of climate change on it. We want
to trace the ecological and socio-economic consequences
of those changes and develop the tools with which people
can adapt to them. Attention in the media is a crucial part
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of the process of citizen science. That attention is the
motor for bringing in observations and funding. If you
cannot mobilize masses of people it gets difficult.’
AMBASSADOR
Impact is the key word in everything van Vliet gets
involved in. As a young lad in Haastrecht he was not
much of a nature-lover. It was the stories about the threat
to nature and the severe loss of biodiversity that attracted
him to the biological sciences. ‘Nature documentaries on
television always ended on a sad note. And they still do,
really. As a secondary school student I realized things
were going in the wrong direction. At some point I said to
myself: I want personally to make a significant contribution to solving these problems. I just want to be able to
make a different.’
It was an obvious decision to come to Wageningen. ‘In
those days there was a television programme called ‘Yes
Naturally’, presented by Jan-Just Bos. And he was just
walking around here!’
His media fame has made Arnold van Vliet an ambassador both for his own field and for Wageningen UR. But
that focus on the media does have its price. With an index
of H=11, Van Vliet’s academic impact is modest. He does
not publish enough. ‘You must have been talking to Rik,’
is his retort to this suggestion. Rik Leemans is his colleague and boss in the Environmental Systems Analysis
chair group. Van Vliet is aware of the criticism but does
not think much of it. ‘Yes, I could publish more academic
articles. But what would I achieve by that, in terms of the
ultimate goal I have set myself? There are various ways of
generating impact. You can build an academic career and
gear everything to that. And then you are a top scientist
with publications in Nature and Science. And then? To
me the social impact of an appearance on the TV news is
much more important than yet another scientific article.
It makes me happy that through my work with the Tick
Radar, a lot fewer people get Lyme’s disease and we have
gained a better understanding of the issues. That just
does me a world of good. I think it’s great that you can
achieve that.’
This focus on social impact makes Van Vliet a bit of an
oddball in the academic world. He is therefore not in line
for promotion, in spite of everything he has done for the
university. Tenure track has no time for oddballs. ‘That is
a shortcoming of the system that I come up against.
When graduate schools are inspected, social relevance is
one of the topics for evaluation. Our group gets maximum scores for that. That is also one of the reasons why I
keep track of that social impact so carefully. But tenure
track does not appreciate that. I think it is time to take a
very good look at that. After all, don’t we want dialogue
with the general public? Well, engaging in that dialogue
takes up a lot of time. But at the moment, there is no way
of making that visible in the system of evaluations. That
does annoy me, but I have resigned myself to it. I’ll do my
own thing.’

GLOBAL NEWS SERVICE
His own thing will soon be taking Van Vliet beyond the
borders of the Netherlands. Next spring sees the launch
of Nature Today, an international version of Natuurbericht. His dream, in his own words. ‘The dream of a global
news service on nature. Internationally, so much data is
generated which does not get any publicity. There is so
much potential. There are so many questions from journalists, who don’t know who they should call about
what’s going on.’ Nature Today is intended as a platform
for scientists and their stories. Because who reads all
those scientific articles, Van Vliet wonders out loud. ‘Scientific articles play a fundamental role in the scientific
process. Absolutely. But ordinary people don’t read them.
Scientists themselves hardly read any scientific articles
anymore. I think they even reach more of their colleagues
through a platform such as Nature Today. As a scientist
you want to change things, don’t you? You want to generate knowledge that is of use to society. So tell people
what’s going on.’

RIK LEEMANS

Chapeau

professor of Environmental Systems Analysis
‘Arnold has a lot of drive and a clear mission: he
wants to show the effect of climate change of nature.
He has an incredible number of creative ideas which
catch on among the public and politicians, and he is
a fantastic teacher. As such he is an ambassador for
the university and for the group. What I think is a
pity is that not many of those ideas lead to
ground-breaking scientific articles.’

KOP
BOUKE DE VOS

press officer for Wageningen UR
‘Arnold is by far our biggest crowd-puller. And that
reflect on our institution. He always presents himself as a biologist at Wageningen UR. Van Vliet is
citizen science. He has been doing it for years and
is extraordinarily persistent in it. In fact, Arnold
has become his own brand. And he doesn’t let himself get carried away by hypes. His story is always
down-to-earth.’
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ARE STUDENT SOCIETIES
RESPONSIBLE FOR THEIR
MEMBERS?
First a torch incident, then a ketchup incident. Two recent cases of a student prank
targeting members of rival societies ended with police intervention. Was it correct to
hold the members personally responsible, or should the societies have made a deal
between them? Are societies responsible for their members?
text: Carina Nieuwenweg / photo: Jeronimus van Pelt

Lennart Beun

Ex-board member of SSR-W
‘All the members of a student society
are responsible adults. If the society
did not initiate an action, then it is
not responsible for it. And I don’t
think people always understand the
concept of a student prank. A student
prank is not an excuse to break in, vandalize or dirty a property. A board could certainly bring some pressure to bear
on its members and take them to task for their behaviour.
But it is not responsible.’

Ellard Hooiveld

Member of VGSW
‘I think it is the responsibility of the
student society. If a group of students does something on the basis
of their shared identity as members,
they are automatically acting on behalf of the society. If members do
something unacceptable, the society should tackle them
about it. Partly because the society’s good name is at stake.
It might even get into the newspaper. As a society, you
should respond to a student prank with another student
prank. But that only works if you see practical jokes as part
of student life and don’t make too much of it. That happens all too quickly.’
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Joeri Groot

Member of SSR-W
‘A society shouldn’t be held responsible for individual acts by members. It
is difficult to draw a clear line between private initiatives and those of
a student society as a whole. Often a
practical joke is not even discussed
with the society, in which case the board cannot form an
opinion of it. In the case of a dubious prank, those on the receiving end have to assess whether it came from a society or
from a couple of individuals. Subsequently the board can
choose between the police or a light-hearted act of revenge.’

Sizèd van Enk

Member of Ceres
‘I think you have to make a distinction between society activities and
everything that takes place outside
the society. The society is not responsible for the actions of members outside society activities. But at the clubhouse itself, a student society should keep its members a
little bit under control. At Ceres, for example, we have a
rule that if you go outside you keep the noise down so as
not to disturb the neighbours. That is enforced by the society. I think it’s a good rule. A student society should not
be a nuisance to the outside world.’
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Members of Leiden student society
Minerva, where differences of opinion
are resolved with a brawl. Known to
the initiated as ‘zooien’.

Shanice Veraar

Not a member of a student society
‘I am not a member of a student society, and it doesn’t appeal to me very
much. I had never even heard the
word ‘studentikoos’ [studenty, ed.]. I
don’t consider a society responsible
for the actions of its members. But
that doesn’t mean you shouldn’t take action. You could
certainly hand out a funny punishment. That is not only better for the relations between student societies. I think the
members will learn more from it, too, than from the police coming in on it.’

Sjors Verstege

Not a member of a society
‘I think a student society has a responsibility but not sole responsibility. If members drag a society’s
name through the mud with their actions, the society should do something about it. In its own interests,

above all. I understand that it is quite difficult for a society to decide how to deal with student pranks by
members. But I think any self-respecting society
should react in some way or another. It doesn’t all
have to be terribly serious. If members make a mess
somewhere, the society could make sure that they
clean it up the next day.’

Yris Boonstra

Member of Argo
‘I don’t agree that student societies are responsible. A society
has no control over what members do. Only the members themselves do. I don’t think it’s fair to
look at a student society when its
members do something wrong. I think member
should realize that they are putting the society in a bad
light. We all do silly things when we’ve had a few too
many drinks. But it is usually embarrassing enough for
the person themselves. I don’t think the society should
get dragged into it as well.’
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Wageningen versus
In the National Student Survey, Wageningen University has earned the
highest scores across the board from its students. But what are the views
of students who used to attend other universities? We asked six students
who transferred. Their opinions vary depending on the category. The
lecturers and campus are great, but the night life? ‘Being thrown out of a
cafe at 10 p.m. is something that would never happen in Delft.’
text: Nicole Janssen / illustrations: Henk van Ruitenbeek

LECTURERS

ORGANIZATION
The students can’t help but notice that the
university is a smooth-running organization. ‘The
campus here is very clear,’ says Merije,
‘communication is good and students have a lot
of interaction with lecturers. But to my mind
there are not many rooms available for private
study. Without a reservation, there is little hope of
finding a quiet spot.’ According to Magali, ‘The
courses here are highly structured, so you know
what you have to learn. I like the group work too.
It enables you to learn a lot, including skills that I
think will be useful in finding a job.’ Maxwell
thinks the organization is better than in Delft
.‘The schedules are easier to find here and it is
really clear when and where you need to be
somewhere. The atmosphere is less competitive
than in Delft. For the rest, you have more contact
hours per day and there are more
compulsory activities.’
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‘I think the supervision here is good,’ says
Magali. ‘In practicals there’s no shortage
of lecturers to answer your questions.
What’s more, it’s nice that the staff are
always approachable, even during
holidays. Jeroen too has high praise for
the supervision in Wageningen. ‘There is
a lot of high-quality supervision here. The
professors teach the material well
and with enthusiasm.’ But in his
opinion it was easier to speak to
the professors in Amsterdam.
They all sat together in one
building and their doors
were always open.
They

always had time. In Wageningen the
professors have their offices in other
buildings so you have to send an email
first. That makes them less approachable.
On the other hand, Maxwell thinks the
professors here are more approachable
than in Delft.

RESOURCE COMPARISON PANEL
Magali Frauendorf
MSc Forest and Nature
Conservation. Previously:
Wildlife Management in
Leeuwarden.
Maxwell Chesal
BSc Biology. Previously:
Architecture in Delft.

Jeroen Schütt
MSc Biological Sciences and
General Biology. Previously:
Biology at the UVA.
Charlotte Wouters
MSc Health and Society.
Previously: BSc Health
Sciences in Enschede.

Merije van Rookhuijzen
MSc Health and Society.
Previously: Psychology at
Radboud University in
Nijmegen.
Jarst van Belle
MSc Plant Sciences.
Previously: Biology at
Radboud University.
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the rest
CITY
The advantage of Wageningen is that you always
live close to the centre because Wageningen is so
small, thinks Charlotte. Conversely, she thinks that
you become bored with the city more quickly. Jarst:
‘The students bring Wageningen alive, while
Nijmegen is more lively of its own accord, and has
more cultural activities.’ Jeroen: ‘In Amsterdam,
with all the city’s venues and museums, it is easier
to do your own thing.’ Most panel participants also

mention the university’s accessibility by public
transport as a negative point. Jeroen: ‘On the other
hand, Wageningen is very green. It is totally normal
here to keep chickens and have a vegetable patch.
Maxwell: ‘What I love about Wageningen is its
beautiful environment and all the nature that
surrounds the city. It’s nice to have, but it is also
really useful if you are studying biology and are
interested in ecology’.

ROOMS

INTERNATIONAL
What many students notice immediately in
Wageningen is the university’s
international nature. Magali, Jeroen,
Jarst and Maxwell all mention this
as an advantage of
Wageningen. Magali: ‘You
get to know many foreign
students so you find out
about life in other
countries and you become
more receptive to other
ideas.’ Jeroen actually
lives in an
international flat.
‘You hear a lot of
different languages
spoken in my flat.
That’s a whole new
positive
experience.’

Although a relatively large proportion of
Wageningen’s students rent rooms,
there’s a plentiful supply, the panel
thinks. ‘I didn’t find it very difficult to
find a room here,’ says Jeroen. ‘That’s
really different from Amsterdam where it
was difficult to find accommodation.
Certainly if you wanted a good room.’
What strikes Maxwell is the difference
between Idealis and DUWO (the housing
agency in Delft). ‘At DUWO you always
choose your own housemates; Idealis
simply places you with other students.’

NIGHT LIFE
The difference between the night
life in Wageningen and in other
student cities is massive. ‘One
Sunday we were thrown out of a
cafe on the market square at 10
p.m. That would never happen in
Delft,’ says Maxwell.
Wageningen’s night life is limited
mostly to Thursdays, while in
other student cities there’s
something to do almost every
night of the week. Charlotte, Jarst,
Jeroen and Maxwell all complain
about this at length. Jeroen:
‘Some days Wageningen is empty.
Thursday evening is the only night
there’s really something to do.
It is certainly different in
Amsterdam’. Charlotte: ‘You’re
less likely to just go down the pub
here than in Enschede. In
Wageningen you go out mainly
when there’s a party on.’ Maxwell
agrees whole-heartedly. ‘Delft has
a really sociable city centre. Every
night there’s a cafe open and
people are out on the street.’
Jeroen says that you are almost
compelled to join a society if you
want some night life. ‘Because the
main place you’ll find
entertainment is in the student
societies.’
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EIGHTY MILLION
Eighty million. An eight and
seven zeros. Yes, that is how
many bacteria you exchange
during one French kiss lasting 10
seconds. So an article in
Microbiome assures us.
Remember that as you tipsily
survey the talent at the next open
party and are led into temptation
again.

HEELS
Men help women in high heels
faster than women in flat shoes,
says a French study. They are also
quicker to chat up a woman in
high heels in a bar or to pick up a
glove she dropped on the floor.
The next question is why do men
get a kick out of high heels? And
is there a one-to-one correlation?
Whatever the case, make the
most of it, ladies.

BEER

SSR debating society fined for Isis
posters
Four female students from Isis,
an SSR-W debating society, were
fined this week for advertising
their debating society. Local residents thought the women were
showing their support for the terrorist group of the same name in
Syria and Iraq.
‘We were busy with a fun campaign,’ explains Isis committee
member Anne. ‘We wanted to decorate the route to the campus with
our colours, gold and purple.’ The
women stuck up little posters and
stickers on boards, but that didn’t
go down well with local residents,
says Anne.
Someone interpreted the action
as a statement of support for the
terrorist group IS, or ISIS as they

are known in the international media, and called the police. When
the police arrived and saw the
boards, they were ‘surprised’.
‘They had received a report of a
show of support for ISIS but they
soon realized that wasn’t the intention.’ Even so, the women were
fined for disturbing the peace because they had caused unrest. It is
not yet known how much the fines
will be.
The women are quite shocked
by the effect their action had.
Anne: ‘Our debating society is
named after Isis, the Egyptian goddess of fertility. We are proud of
our name and our debating society. We stand for robustness and integrity.’ They therefore have no intention of changing their name.

‘It’s a pity and not right to associate our name with a terrorist
group,’ says Anne. ‘That’s not what
we stand for.’
The SSR-W women’s debating
society ‘M.P.L.T.S.H.A.M.D. Isis’ is
still in the process of being set up.
They attracted media attention at
the end of August when they decorated the Utrecht canals with a
chain of hundreds of bras. NM

BATTLE OF THE STUDIES

Two ex-students from
Leeuwarden have found a
creative solution to their
enormous student debt (almost
100,000). They have recently
started selling beer named after
their creditor: DUO. The DUO
beer is brewed in deepest secrecy
in an old attic, write the
gentlemen on their site duobier.
nl. ‘In order to let sleeping dogs
lie.’ They hope to make their
‘dream come true’ using crowdfunding.

POTTER
First a wasp (Ampulex dementor),
then a spider (Aname aragog) and
a dinosaur (Dracorex howartsia),
and now a shield bug have been
named after a creature in the
Harry Potter series. The insect
has been named Thestral
incognitus, after the thestral. A
flying, equestrian being from the
Potter series which can only be
seen by the dead.
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On Thursday 20 November, students on 17 different
degree programmes headed for De Bongerd sports
centre to find out which programme has the
sportiest students. The theme of BotS this year
was ‘Release your inner beast’. Primal urges were

vented in games such as Catch the Bird (Frisbee)
and (on the photo) Hunt the Animal, a variation
on knotsball. Turns out the sportiest students do
Biosystems Engineering. The Tapeworms carried off
the trophy. LvdN
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EPISODE 40 - MORTIERSTRAAT 14B<<
ILLUSTRATION: KIM PETERSE

The story so far: eternal student Willem-Jan has been ploughing through his degree forever.
And to make matters worse, he’s single again.

PlayStation
W

illem-Jan had been fighting sleep from the moment
he arrived at Ceres. The previous night he had christened his PlayStation 4 with a FIFA marathon against
Filippo. He was feeling the after-effects at this open party, at which there were hardly any familiar faces. Babyfaces and gelled hairstyles, by contrast, were in abundance. They belonged to first-year students, who seemed to
be getting younger every year. Irritated, Willem-Jan wormed his way through the crowd to the bar. He found himself next to a girl who looked as tired as he felt.
‘I’ve never seen you here before,’ said Willem-Jan, only to
realize in an instant how corny that sounded. Still, her face lit up.
Pretty girl, he thought.
‘No, I’m not a member,’ she said. ‘My sister brought me here but
I’m too tired to be sociable.’ Join the club, thought Willem-Jan. He
order two beers and stayed beside the girl, whose name turned
out to be Emma, propping up the bar.
When she asked him about his uni programme, he avoided giving
a straight answer.
‘I have a rule that I don’t discuss my studies after 8 o’clock,’ he
fabricated. ‘We work hard enough as it is, don’t we? Evenings are
for the pub and gaming.’ Again, her face lit up.
‘I love gaming.’
‘Ah,’ said Willem-Jan sheepishly. ‘As it happens I’ve just bought
PlayStation 4.’
‘That’s cool. No way could I afford that right now.’
‘Er, actually you look much too sporty for a gamer. I bet you’re
really into sport, aren’t you?’ Emma blushed.
‘Well, at home-home I do gymnastics...’ Willem-Jan tried to
remember the last time he’d played any sport. Emma nudged him
and he lost that train of thought.
‘You know what we should do?’ she said. ‘We’re both tired; let’s go

to your house and have a go on your PlayStation.’ Willem-Jan
almost dropped his beer. Was this really happening? He usually
had to talk until he was blue in the face to entice a girl.
‘Er, yeah, that’s a good idea. A nice bit of ... gaming.’
On the way to the exit he came to his senses. Emma had come
along with her sister, had no money and at home-home she was a
member of a gymnastics club: how old was she for heaven’s sake?
He wondered how many more dents his reputation at Mortierstraat could take. ‘So what year are you in then?’, he asked anxiously.
‘Oh, I’m in the lastbut-one year of high
school. My sister showed me round the
university today.’
Emma completely
Join the Mortierstraat team
misread the look of
and
get
writing! A nice back door to
surprise that was
joining our student editors
crossing Willem-Jan’s
.
Info from rob.ramaker@wur.n
face. ‘I faked my ID
l
myself to get in here.
Clever, eh?’

ENJO Y MORTIERSTRAAT?
A GOOD WRITER?
ENDLESS IMAGINATION?

Resource follows events at Mortierstraat 14B

Ex-winners on Teacher of the Year longlist
The list of teachers in the race to
be Teacher of the Year is full of
familiar faces. Six of the 16 with a
chance of the prize have won it
before.
At the beginning of November all
students except first-years were invited to nominate their favourite
teacher. 1562 students did so: a turnout of 23 percent. A longlist of the

16 teachers with the most votes has
been drawn up from the results.
The results, made public this year
for the first time, show that students have picked the usual suspects again: Frits Claassen, André
van Lammeren, Gert Peek, Huub
Savelkoul, Gosse Schraa and Arie
Terlouw have all bagged the prize
before. Ute Sass-Klaassen and Paul
Torfs have been nominated before.

The 16 teachers will be visited in
the coming weeks by a student jury
who will interview them and attend
classes. The shortlist will be announced in the week before Christmas. One of the five teachers on
this list will end up winning the
Teacher of the Year Award. The
prize is traditionally bestowed during the student council’s new year
drinks party, which will be on 15

January 2015.
All the teachers on the longlist:
Noelle Aarts, Yuling Bai, Frits Claassen, Julia Diederen, Roel Dijksma,
Martijn Duineveld, Maria Forlenza,
André van Lammeren, Arie Nieuwenhuizen, Gert Peek, Ute SassKlaassen, Huub Savelkoul, Gosse
Schraa, Arie Terlouw, Paul Torfs
and Jordi Vila-Guerau de Arellano.
LvdN
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>> PARTIES
The best parties according to
Wageningen Uitgaans Promotie. Check
www.wageningenup.nl for all parties.

CERES - SINTEGRAND: BACK TO SCHOOL
Thursday 27 November from 23.00 to 05.00
Every year Integrand throws a party called ‘Sintegrand’ to celebrate St Nicholas Day. This year not
in the week of 5 December, but a week earlier. It’s
always a great party. You’re more than welcome
to come dressed as ‘Sinterklaas’ or Black Peter or
Rainbow Peter...

JUNUSHOFF – ‘BALFOLK’
Sunday 30 November from 15.00 to 22.00
As the flyer says: ‘A brand new folk ball in Wageningen. After years of trying, we have secured the
band Snaarmaarwaar to play at our evening of
folk dancing. The event will include a relaxed picnic. Be sure to bring something delicious. We’ll
be sharing the food.’
What is Balfolk? Is it a ball? Is it a picnic? Is it a
party? Whatever it is, there’s music and drink.
Sounds fun. Fed up with the regular student society parties? Then don’t miss this. You’ll have a ball!
KSV - CONTRACTUS: SERIOUS REQUEST
Thursday 4 December from 21.00 to 05.00
At KSV a party is being held for Serious Request.
The intention is undoubtedly to collect money
for the charity. Whether you come with the idea
of saving the world or having a fun night out, you
are bound to go home feeling good.

PART Y LIKE
IT’S 2015!
WANT YOUR PART Y ON THE 2015
RESOURCE PART Y CALENDER?
Email us with the date, pla
ce and a
description of your party and
before you
know it you’ll be on all the
toilet doors
in Wageningen student hou
ses. Send an
email asap to: rob.ramake
r@wur.nl.

This feature is provided by the
Wageningen-UP team

>> THE WORKS
‘SMOKING DOPE ALL
THE WAY’
Who Max van Hooren
What MSc internship on a new method of testing CRISPR
Where Stanford Biochemistry department, USA
‘Actually, I always wanted to do an internship in the US. Just because I
am interested in the American culture. I was surprised how difficult it
was to get a place there. It was only after pursuing all avenues that I
found a position in the new lab at Stanford University, thanks to its
contacts with Wageningen.
It is interesting to see the differences between the universities of
Wageningen and Stanford. In Wageningen there are strict protocols
for guaranteeing safety and care in the lab, for instance. So I was surprised to find that in Stanford, which is a reputed university after all,
the workbench with the chemicals is right by your desk. You rode on
your office chair from one place to the other. That would be unthinkable in the Netherlands.
As a European, there is no real culture shock in the United States. You
know what you can expect. But the lie of the land there still made an
impression on me. In contrast to the Netherlands, America has space.
So land is cheap and most houses are single-storey. The distances
between places are big too, with the car culture to go with that.
I didn’t have a car myself, unfortunately. That was a pity, because it
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pretty much kept me confined to the place where I was staying. So I was
happy when there was a chance to go camping with two friends. They
were smoking dope heavily throughout the trip and were utterly amazed that a Dutchman didn’t even smoke cigarettes, let alone dope. But
we still had a lot of fun, the three of us. I saw the enormous sequoia
trees and camped out in the wild. On the advice of my travel companions we also visited a local marijuana centre. It felt just as if we’d ended
AJ
up in a real American road movie.’
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APPZ
Apps come in all varieties.
Useful, innovative, exciting,
amusing and completely pointless.
Hundreds of new ones come out
every week. Resource picked
out a few that stand out, and
of course we are open to
suggestions. Email your find
to tip.resource@wur.nl

MEANWHILE IN... <<
Meanwhile in Indonesia

In the news: Women who want to join the police in Indonesia
have to undergo a test of their virginity. This ‘two-finger test’ is
seen as humiliating and discriminatory, according to a recent
report by Human Rights Watch..
Commentary by Pipiet Larisatie from Semarang. She is doing a
course (Market Access for Sustainable Development) at the Centre
for Development Innovation.
‘There had been rumours for some time that you had to be a
virgin to join the police. But nobody knew for sure, or at least
no-one I know. One reason that it has now come out in the
open is that the police have recently started training a lot of
women. And rightly so, for at the moment they are almost all
men.
One police chief said that the test was to make sure they didn’t
take on any prostitutes. That’s not a plausible argument; they
would be better off doing a background check. The chief also
said that the test result doesn’t affect the decision whether or
not to admit someone. So why are they doing it? Formal
statements are not always in line with the facts.
In Indonesia, virginity is seen as an indicator of a good
character. Young women are supposed to be virgins because
unrestricted sex is seen as a sin. That is a religious norm that
enjoys widespread tacit support. Religion plays a major role in
Indonesia. Talking about sex is still a taboo, for instance. I
don’t even discuss it with my female friends.
Of course I don’t want bad people joining the police - they are
corrupt enough as it is. But I disagree with a criterion that
can’t be applied to both men and women. How are you
supposed to test a man? A psychological test would be much
better.
The police shouldn’t be scaring off women; they could do with
some extra empathy. Many female victims of sexual violence,
for example, don’t dare go to the police. They are too ashamed
to tell male officers about what happened to them.’ PT

WISEDRINKING
Being aware of your alcohol consumption
doesn’t sound a bad idea. This app uses
your age, weight and height to calculate
your BAC (blood alcohol content) level on
the basis of the amount of alcohol you have drunk, the type
of alcohol and when you drank it. It takes into account
when you had your last meal too. Over a period of four
weeks you can see what your drinking habits are. The app
also offers a handy map showing the closest public
transport or taxi service, and the option of calling a friend
or 112. Useful.
FREE

NIKE TRAINING CLUB AND JEFIT
After downing a sixpack it’s time to work on
your sixpack, especially after all those days
of sitting cramming for your exams. Nike
training club for women includes 100
workouts in 3 categories: Get Slim, Get Toned and get
Strong. You can choose between beginner, intermediate and
advances, you can add a running programme and the app
will put together a three-week training programme for you.
There is a video (which you have to download) for every
exercise and you can choose your own music. For men
aiming for a real sixpack there is JeFit, an app with training
routines for strong muscles, including yoga and cardio.
FREE

MIJN WEKKER
Never oversleep again before a meeting,
exam, appointment or lecture: wake up to
your favourite Ipod music, choose your own
clock design, add a flashing light and
church bells and you need never be late again!
FREE
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Orion
Irregular Opening Hours
Christmas Holidays 2014
Date

Monday to Sunday

The Building

22 December
to 4 January

Closed

Bike basement

22 December
to 4 January

Closed

Restaurant

22 December
to 4 January

Closed

The Spot

Available for Christmas celebrations,
email your request to
osp.fb@wur.nl
Check the opening days and hours
during Christmas Holidays on
facebook.com/TheSpotOrion

Forum Irregular Opening Hours
during Christmas Holidays 2014
2014

The Building

The Library

Student Desk
IT Service Point

WURshop

Restaurant

Grand Café

Wageningen
in’to Languages

Monday

22 December

8 am - 11 pm

8.30 am - 5.30 pm

9 am - 4 pm

9 am - 4 pm

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Tuesday

23 December

8 am - 11 pm

8.30 am - 5.30 pm

9 am - 4 pm

9 am - 4 pm

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Wednesday

24 December

8 am - 8 pm

8.30 am - 5.30 pm

Closed

9 am - 4 pm

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Thursday
Christmas

25 December

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Friday
Christmas

26 December

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Saturday

27 December

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Sunday

28 December

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Monday

29 December

8 am - 8 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Tuesday

30 December

8 am - 8 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

Closed

Wednesday

31 December

8 am - 8 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Thursday
New Years day

1 January

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Friday

2 January

8 am - 8 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

11.30 am - 1.30 pm

9 am - 3 pm

Closed

Saturday

3 January

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Sunday

4 January

10 am - 6 pm

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

Closed

During working hours, the building is open to the public. After working hours, entrance is only possible with a WUR card.
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in memoriam

Resource is the magazine and news website for students and staff at Wageningen
UR. Resource magazine comes out every
fortnight on Thursday.
Subscriptions
A subscription to the magazine costs €58
(overseas: €131) per academic year.
Cancellations before 1 August.
Address
INFO: WWW.TVENSTER.NL
Akkermaalsbos 14, 6708 WB Wageningen
(Nexus, Building 117, bode 31). POBox 409
Lens Theatermakers Foundation
6700 AK Wageningen. Secretariat: Thea
starts rehearsals for new productiKuijpers, resource@wur.nl. T 0317 484020
on on location.
Website: resource.wageningenur.nl.
ISSN 1389-7756
Under the guidance of a director,
Editorial staff
the theatre group will use a range
• Edwin van Laar (editor-in-chief)
of drama exercises to create a proedwin.vanlaar@wur.nl, 0317 482997
duction to be staged in June. Re• Rob Goossens (editor)
hearsals from Monday 12 January,
rob.goossens@wur.nl, 0317 485320
19.45, in the theatre at De Wilde
• Roelof Kleis (ecology, social sciences, eco
nomy), roelof.kleis@wur.nl, 0317 481721
Wereld, Burgstraat 1 Wageningen.
• Nicolette Meerstadt (web editor)
REGISTER BEFORE 12 DECEMBER (BEGINNERS
nicolette.meerstadt@wur.nl, 0317 488190
AND EXPERIENCED ACTORS WELCOME) BY EMAIL
TO: STICHTINGLENS@HOTMAIL.COM
• Linda van der Nat (students, education)
linda.vandernat@wur.nl, 0317 481725
• Rob Ramaker (nutrition, fisheries),
rob.ramaker@wur.nl, 0317 481709
• Albert Sikkema (plant sciences, animal
sciences, organization)
Thursday 27 November till Wednesalbert.sikkema@wur.nl, 0317 481724
day 10 December
Design
MOVIES FOR STUDENTS
Geert-Jan Bruins; basic design of magaArthouse Movie W is screening
zine: Nies & Partners bno Nijmegen
three films. Brittler is an impressive
Freelance journalists
Dutch drama about four sisters one
Romy Appelman, Alexandra Branderhorst,
of whom is terminally ill, not only
Jeroen Bok, ir. Yvonne de Hilster, Milou
van der Horst, Amy Jansen, Nicole Janssen,
as a character in the film, but also
Jan-Willem Kortlever, Carina Nieuwenweg,
in reality. Sagrada-The Mystery Of
ir. Rik Nijland, Karst Oosterhuis, Camille
Creation is a captivating documenPonte, Mary Shrestha, Paul Thung, ir. Joris
tary about the most famous catheTielens, Hoger Onderwijs Persbureau
dral-in-construction of the legendaTranslators
Phd celebrations • Drinks • Buffet • or just to eat
ry architect Antoni Gaudi. The GreClare McGregor, Susie Day, Clare Wilkinson
at Notebook is a Hungarian psychoPhotography
Guy Ackermans, Sven Menschel, Lennart
logical drama in which boy twins in
Verhoeven
WW II are housed with their loveIllustrations
less grandma in the countryside.
www.h41.nl
Esther Brouwer, Guido de Groot, Studio
INFO: WWW.MOVIE-W.NL
0317 421715
Lakmoes, Kim Peterse, Henk van Ruitenbeek, Pascal Tieman
Friday, 28 November 12.30-13.30
Editorial board
BRAINSTORM WITH GREEN
ir. Martijn de Groot (chair), prof. Anton
resource-eetcafe h41 141124.indd 1
24-11-14 17:00
Haverkort, ir. Tia Hermans, ir. Marianne
OFFICE AND WEP!
Heselmans, dr. ir. Patrick Jansen, Anneloes
During lunch time our office will
Reinders, Simone Ritzer, dr. Margit van
open for everybody who has ideas
Wessel. redactieraad.resource@wur.nl
for Sustainability Teachers’ awards.
Advertising
We want your input on how to reExternal: Bureau van Vliet, T 023-5714745
ward teachers who stimulate stum.dewit@bureauvanvliet.com
dents to think and act in a sustainaInternal (reduced rate): Thea Kuijpers,
resource@wur.nl. T 0317 484020
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Exhibition of portraits of students,
staff and alumni of Wageningen UR
Impulse is hosting an exhibition of
portraits painted by students at ‘t
Venster, a Wageningen centre for
music, dance, theatre and visual
arts.

diary

Prof. Dirk van Dusseldorp
Prof. Dirk van Dusseldorp passed
away on 18 October
2014 at the age of
almost 84. Dirk got
his degree from
what was then
known as the Agricultural College in Wageningen. He went on to work in the department of Non-Western Sociology
from 1961 until he retired in 1995. In
1980, Dirk became professor of the Sociological Aspects of Development Planning in Non-Western Regions. He developed the subject further and adapted it
to take account of the constantly changing insights. The key concepts were
multidisciplinary cooperation, systematic evaluations and participation.
In Dirk’s degree programme course, students had to act as consultants and
draw up a development plan for a region. That gave them a genuine understanding of everyday policy issues. The
subject was incredibly popular and students came from all over the place. Dirk

would close the course with drinks and
an Indonesian buffet, which still brings
back wonderful memories for many students.
Dirk was a policy advisor for the Asian
Institute for Technology (in Bangkok)
and ESCAP (in Bogor). Dirk was also
head of the department and dean of the
faculty. He was on the board of IAC,
ILRI, Kontakt der Kontinenten, Universitas, CEBEMO and Mensen in Nood, and
chair of the Netherlands Development
Assistance Research Council (RAWOO).
Dirk was appointed Knight of the Order
of the Netherlands Lion for his services
to society.
We will remember Dirk above all for the
man he was — an enthusiastic scientist,
an inspiring teacher and a cherished,
committed colleague who did his best
for his department, his discipline and
society at large. The university, his former students, PhD candidates and colleagues all owe Dirk their thanks. We remember him with respect, affection and
gratitude. He will always have a place in
our hearts. Georg Frerks

See you soon!
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Killing me softly
My friend and I arrived at Wageningen University 11 days ago. My friend never tried to ride a
bike before , and she found it too far to walk to the Lumen building from Bornsesteeg. After some
consideration she decided she needed a bike. As I am more experienced in this area, I promised
to help her out. We bought a bike at Emmaus for 35 euros and the lessons started. She moved her
body like a belly dancer at the first try on the bike. As we began she fell directly on the soft grass.
And even after some hours of practice it was no better. In the end I realized that she was not
going to learn to ride a bike. Instead she was learning how to fall softly and how to choose a right
place to fall.

In Uzbekistan hardly anyone rides a bike. We mostly use taxis and public transport because it is
relatively cheap. It costs about 25 cents to travel by bus and it does not matter how far you go.
Bikes are ridden only for short distances like 1 or 2 kilometres. Sometimes, love couples rent a
bike for an hour to relax a bit. I could teach my friend to ride because I got my first bike when I was
7 years old. I rented my bike to my friends for some kilos of apple or other fruits. Avazkhoja
Akbarkhojaev, exchange student from Uzbekistan

Do you have a nice anecdote about your experience of going Dutch? Send it in! Describe an encounter
with Dutch culture in detail and comment on it briefly. 300 words max. Send it to resource@wur.nl
and earn fifty euro and Dutch candy.

My friend was not learning
to ride a bike, she was
learning how to fall

